Case Study

Development tools selected for multi‐robot collaboration
Distrix was selected by Integrated Consultants Inc. to provide a software platform for multi‐robot collaboration in a
dynamic environment.
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on more sophisticated
missions. The US Navy
also needs to deal with
the logistics problems
of having appropriately
configured vehicles on

hand to support those missions. These requirements
led the US Navy to look for tools that enable effective
collaboration between unmanned vehicles with a
variety of sensory capabilities in a dynamic
environment. ICI was selected to build a system that
would demonstrate how these requirements could be
fulfilled by leveraging COTS software and hardware
where possible.
ICI needed a reliable software platform to deal with
information exchange across programming
languages, operating systems, hardware components,
and communication protocols. ICI’s engineers needed
to focus on the information content to be exchanged,

Dave Aberizk, ICI’s President said, “One of the most
complex technical challenges was dealing with
integrating a variety of sensors and platforms into a
dynamically configurable system. Distrix provided
my team with the tools to deliver that capability very
quickly so we could focus on the US Navy’s needs.”
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provide the information exchange infrastructure ICI
could focus on the development of a particle filter
algorithm using odometry and sensor data.
About Spark Integration Technologies

Distrix’s
distributed
architecture
allowed
concurrent
development
of different
aspects of the
project that
reduced the project timeline significantly. A shared
Information Model, described in Distrix System
Builder, ensured consistent interfaces between
components.
The Information Model, Agents and Information
Objects were developed using Distrix System Builder

Spark Integration Technologies provides award‐winning
system software, development tools and technologies for
developers and integrators of electronic systems.
Combined with straightforward development and system
management tools Distrix, Spark's secure, platform‐
independent information exchange software, substantially
simplifies the development, integration and deployment of
complex, dynamic electronic systems.
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